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Popular Reading

W. Sheehan, Willmar, MN, USA
**A Passion for the Planets**
Envisioning Other Worlds, From the Pleistocene to the Age of the Telescope

This volume tells the story of man’s visual exploration of the planets. It travels across the historical landscape, from the earliest origins of man’s compulsion to observe the planets to the great developments of the seventeenth century.

Available
2010. VI, 194 p. 76 illus. in color. Softcover
- € 34.95 | £31.99
- * € (D) 37.40 | € (A) 38.45 | sFr 50.50
ISBN 978-1-4419-5970-6

J. Martin, London, UK
**A Spectroscopic Atlas of Bright Stars**
A Pocket Field Guide

This is the first Spectral Atlas designed for amateur astronomers. For the first time in one place, it identifies more than 70 (northern hemisphere) bright stars that are suitable observational targets for both amateurs and astronomy students.

Available
2010. IX, 205 p. 87 illus. (Astronomer’s Pocket Field Guide) Softcover
- € 29.95 | £24.99
- * € (D) 32.05 | € (A) 32.95 | sFr 43.00

S. Rumistrewicz, South Bedfordshire, UK
**A Visual Astronomer’s Photographic Guide to the Deep Sky**
A Pocket Field Guide

Aimed at observers who don’t examine deep-sky objects because they don’t know what to look for, this volume focuses on these objects and provides photographs of all those discussed—exactly as they would be seen from amateur astronomers’ suburban locations.

Available
- € 44.95 | £40.99
- * € (D) 48.10 | € (A) 49.45 | sFr 64.50

S. Ringwood, Essex, UK
**Astronomers Anonymous**
Getting Help with the Puzzles and Pitfalls of Practical Astronomy

This parody of a typical “Lonely Hearts column,” specifically written for troubled astronomers, features questions and answers about astronomy that entertains as well as informs. It offers much practical advice as well as stories on the history of astronomy.

Available
2010. XV, 222 p. 60 illus., 34 in color. Softcover
- € 29.95 | £26.99
- * € (D) 32.05 | € (A) 32.94 | sFr 46.50

G. Schilling, Amersfoort, The Netherlands
**Atlas of Astronomical Discoveries**

This book tells the story of 400 years of telescopic astronomy and details the 100 most important discoveries. Spectacular photographs, taken with the largest telescopes on Earth and in space, portray distant corners of the universe.
Due April 2011
2011. IX, 234 p. 200 illus. in color. Hardcover
- € 39.95 | £27.99
- * € (D) 42.75 | € (A) 43.95 | sFr 51.50
R. Schmude, Gordon College, Barnesville, GA, USA

**Comets and How to Observe Them**

This book gives a summary of our current knowledge of comets and describes how amateur astronomers can contribute. It contains many practical examples and details key observing techniques that can be used with commercially available modern observing equipment.

Available  
2010. XII, 254 p. 177 illus., 13 in color. (Astronomers’ Observing Guides) Softcover  
► € 34,95 | £31.99  
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50  
ISBN 978-1-4419-5789-4

L. L. Christensen, Munich, Germany; D. d. Martin, Venezia-Mestre, Italy; R. Y. Shida, Munich, Germany

**Cosmic Collisions**  
The Hubble Atlas of Merging Galaxies

The Hubble Space Telescope has given us high resolution images of gigantic cosmic collisions between galaxies. This book showcases those images and explains their relevance as regards the past, present, and future of our universe.

Available  
2009. II, 142 p. 85 illus. in color. Hardcover  
► € 39,95 | £29.99  
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50  
ISBN 978-0-387-93853-0

M. Carroll, Littleton, CO, USA

**Drifting on Alien Winds**  
Exploring the Skies and Weather of Other Worlds

Drifting on Alien Winds surveys the many creative, and often wacky, ideas for exploring alien skies. Through historical photographs and stunning original paintings by the author, readers explore the weather on planets and moons, from the simmering acid-laden winds of Venus, to liquid methane-soaked skies of Titan.

Due March 2011  
2011. XIII, 238 p. 225 illus., 75 in color. Hardcover  
► € 39,95 | £35.99  
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50  

P. Grego, St Austell, Cornwall, UK; D. Mannion, Turnbridge Wells, Kent, UK

**Galileo and 400 Years of Telescopic Astronomy**

In 1609 Galileo first used his telescope to kickstart the science of observational astronomy. This book covers his life and achievements and shows how astronomy has developed since. It includes practical projects in which amateur astronomers can participate.

Available  
2010. X, 300 p. 176 illus., 22 in color. Softcover  
► € 29,95 | £26.99  
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,94 | sFr 43,00  
ISBN 978-1-4419-5570-8

F. J. Ballesteros, Universidad de Valencia, Paterna, Valencia, Spain

**E.T. Talk**

How Will We Communicate with Intelligent Life on Other Worlds?

Synthesizing the work of The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) Institute, ET Talk provides an investigation of potential methods of communication with intelligent extraterrestrial civilizations. Topics include the origin of life and various methods used today to search for life in the universe.

Available  
2011. Approx. 215 p. 114 illus., 95 in color. Softcover  
► approx. € 26,95 | £23.99  
► approx. * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 40,50  

R. W. Phillips, Fort Collins, CO, USA

**Grappling with Gravity**

How Will Life Adapt to Living in Space?

Grappling with Gravity explores the physiological how life in different worlds -- such as outerspace or settlements on the moon -- would affect humans, plants and animals. The test explores how the human body will begin, almost immediately, to adapt and change to be able to function in these strange environments.

Due June 2011  
2011. Approx. 215 p. 114 illus., 95 in color. Softcover  
► approx. € 26,95 | £23.99  
► approx. * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 40,50  
How Spacecraft Fly
Spaceflight Without Formulae

Sputnik was launched almost fifty years ago, and most people still don’t understand how. Written for the layman, this text explains aerodynamic and astrodynastic spaceflight using informal language free of mathematics and technical jargon.

Available
2008. XVI, 268 p. 71 illus., 11 in color. Hardcover
► € 19.95 | £15.00
► * (D) 21.35 | (A) 21.95 | sFr 29.00

It’s ONLY Rocket Science
An Introduction in Plain English

This is a brilliant explanation of the basics of space flight, from building the rocket to planning the mission and getting home again. Written by an engineer who is also an accomplished science writer, it covers the subject comprehensively, yet is almost entirely descriptive and non-mathematical.

Available
2008. XIV, 350 p. 70 illus., 35 in color. Softcover
► € 24.95 | £19.99
► * (D) 26.70 | (A) 27.45 | sFr 36.00

If the Universe Is Teeming with Aliens ... WHERE IS EVERYBODY?
Fifty Solutions to the Fermi Paradox and the Problem of Extraterrestrial Life

In a 1950 conversation at Los Alamos, four world-class scientists generally agreed, given the size of the Universe, that advanced extraterrestrial civilizations must be present. But one of the four, Enrico Fermi, asked, “If these civilizations do exist, where is everybody?” Given the fact that there are perhaps 400 million stars in our Galaxy alone, and perhaps 400 million galaxies in the Universe, it stands to reason that somewhere out there, in the 14 billion-year-old cosmos, there is or once was a civilization at least as advanced as our own. Webb discusses in detail the 50 most cogent and intriguing solutions to Fermi’s famous paradox.

Available
2002. XI, 288 p. 72 illus. Hardcover
► € 22.95 | £18.99
► * (D) 24.56 | (A) 25.25 | sFr 33.00

Mars
From Myth and Mystery to Recent Discoveries

This absorbing book tells the story of Mars since the dawn of mankind’s curiosity for celestial wonders. It covers everything, right from our ancient beliefs, through the revolution in our concepts of the cosmos around us in the 1600s, to the present day knowledge and beyond.

Available
2009. XVII, 256 p. 230 illus., 176 in color. Hardcover
► € 26.95 | £19.99
► * (D) 28.84 | (A) 29.65 | sFr 39.00

Moonwalk with Your Eyes
A Pocket Field Guide

Of all the many things we can look at in the night sky, the Moon is one of the richest in its ever-changing detail, as changes in light and shadow daily transform what you can see of every feature. Whether you use binoculars, a small telescope or a large one, you will find the Moon offers new horizons rich in exploration opportunities. Moonwalk with Your Eyes guides the reader quickly through lunar basics: how to determine the lunar day and what lunar terminology you might encounter here and in other books. From there, you’ll be taken on a guided visual journey that encompasses what can be seen at any give time for all levels of observers.

Available
► € 34.95 | £31.99
► * (D) 37.40 | (A) 38.45 | sFr 54.50
G. Magli, Politecnico of Milan, Italy
Mysteries and Discoveries of Archaeoastronomy
From Giza to Easter Island
This book offers the first authoritative introduction to the fascinating science of Archaeoastronomy. The reader is taken on a tour of many enigmatic places while the author studies the astronomical knowledge of our predecessors by analyzing their monuments.
Available
2009. XII, 444 p. 183 illus., 33 in color. Hardcover
► € 27,50 | £24.99
► * € (D) 29,43 | € (A) 30,25 | sFr 39,50

P. D. Ward, D. Brownlee, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
Rare Earth
Why Complex Life is Uncommon in the Universe
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any life at all? Questions such as these are investigated in this groundbreaking book. In doing so, the authors synthesize information from astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and apply it to what we know about the rise of life on Earth and to what could possibly happen elsewhere in the universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent discoveries of extrasolar planets and the indications of life on Mars and the Jovian moon Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its implications for those who look to the heavens for companionship.
Available
► € 14,95 | £11.99
► * € (D) 16,00 | € (A) 16,45 | sFr 21,50

H. P. Shuch, The SETI League, Inc., Little Ferry, NJ, USA
Searching for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
SETI Past, Present, and Future
This book is a collection of essays written by those who have led, and continue to lead, the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. It reviews the history of the subject, details present-day science and technology, and looks ahead to the future.
Available
2011. XXI, 320 p. 10 illus. (The Frontiers Collection) Hardcover
► € 59,95 | £53.99
► * € (D) 64,15 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 86,00
ISBN 978-3-642-13195-0

C. A. Cardona III, Calverton, NY, USA
Star Clusters
A Pocket Field Guide
Star Clusters provides a succinct guide suited for observing star clusters in the field – how to see them, how to find them, and how to photograph them. Readers will find a definition of star clusters, easy-to-read descriptions, plus notes and facts for observation.
Available
2010. XIV, 174 p. 130 illus., 33 in color. (Astronomer's Pocket Field Guide) Softcover
► € 39,95 | £33.99
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-7039-8

M. van Pelt, European Space Agency, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Space Tethers and Space Elevators
Michel van Pelt explains the principle of space tethers: what they are and how they can be used in space, along with elevators. He introduces space enthusiasts to the possibilities of space tethers including the technological challenges and potential benefits.
Available
► € 29,95 | £18.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

M. Mobberley, Suffolk, UK
The Caldwell Objects and How to Observe Them
Messier’s catalog of 109 “non-stellar” objects is a classic astronomy guide. In 1995, British astronomer Sir Patrick Moore published his own catalog of 109 further objects. This book discusses Moore and his objects, and it describes how to find them.
Available
2009. XIV, 288 p. 83 in color. (Astronomers’ Observing Guides) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50
W. Gater, Devon, UK
The Cosmic Keyhole
How Astronomy Is Unlocking the Secrets of the Universe

This accessible book explores key discoveries in recent years of space exploration and addresses major questions such as: How prolific is life in the universe? How far back to the Big Bang can we probe? And what hidden treasures still lurk in our Solar System?

Available
2009. XIX, 228 p. 20 illus. in color. Hardcover
\[ € 29,95 \] £26.99
\[ * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00 \]

G. Schilling, Amersfoort, The Netherlands
The Hunt for Planet X
New Worlds and the Fate of Pluto

Based on interviews with astronomers, this book reads like a scientific ‘whodunnit’, going from disappointment to elation in the hunt for ‘Planet X’. Science writer Govert Schilling introduces the heroes in the race to find a new world in our solar system.

Available
2nd Printing. 2009. XI, 281 p. 129 illus., 86 in color. Hardcover
\[ € 19,95 \] £15.00
\[ * € (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 29,00 \]
ISBN 978-0-387-77804-4

M. Perryman
The Making of History’s Greatest Star Map

The Hipparcos project was hugely important in mapping our Galaxy. Here is a fascinating account of an important episode in astronomy, written by the scientist who played a pivotal role that brought it to fruition, and eventually to a triumphant conclusion.

Available
2010. X, 275 p. 115 illus., 15 in color. Hardcover
\[ € 29,95 \] £24.99
\[ * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00 \]
ISBN 978-3-642-11601-8

M. Shirao, Tokyo, Japan; C. A. Wood, Wheeling Jesuit University, Wheeling, WV, USA
The Kaguya Lunar Atlas
The Moon in High Resolution

This book presents high-definition images of the moon’s surface, courtesy of the Kaguya lunar orbiter’s camera, to create a new type of lunar atlas. Each plate shows the surface in a manner that makes it visually appealing and scientifically understandable.

Due April 2011
\[ € 39,95 \] £35.99
\[ * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50 \]

E. Karkoschka, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA
The Observer’s Sky Atlas
With 50 Star Charts Covering the Entire Sky

Here is a collection of star charts and information for all who observe the night sky with small telescope, binoculars or the unaided eye, emphasizing constellations and interesting objects. Equally useful for the beginning observer and the old hand, the Third edition offers 32 new pages with images of 250 nebulae; an updated sky calendar for the next 20 years, double star ephemerides from 2005-2020, and updated minima/maxima of variable stars.

Available
3rd ed. 2007. VI, 165 p. 61 illus., 1 in color. Softcover
\[ € 26,95 \] £19.99
\[ * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 39,00 \]
B. E. Penprase, Pomona College, CA, USA

**The Power of Stars**
How Celestial Observations Have Shaped Civilization

This compelling book examines the power of the skies on human civilization. It explores constellation lore, considers the present-day context, and offers first-hand accounts of celestial events and interviews with practitioners of cosmology archaeoastronomy.

Available 2011. XII, 348 p. 222 illus., 187 in color. With online files/update. Hardcover

- € 39.95 | £35.99
- * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50

---

J. Lashley, National Space Centre, Leicester, UK

**The Radio Sky and How to Observe It**

This practical, self-contained guide is an ideal introduction to practical radio astronomy for the newcomer. Assuming no prior technical knowledge, it takes the reader step-by-step through the process of building and using a backyard radio telescope.

Available 2010. XV, 236 p. 137 illus., 43 in color. (Astronomers’ Observing Guides) Softcover

- € 34,95 | £31.99
- * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

---

M. Carroll, Littleton, CO, USA

**The Seventh Landing**
Going Back to the Moon, This Time to Stay

This stunningly illustrated book describes how NASA is planning a seventh landing on the Moon. The book reveals the very latest strategies for how we’ll get to the Moon, what we know today, what we want to find out, and what life on the Moon will be like.

Available 2009. XVI, 200 p. 85 illus., 75 in color. Hardcover

- € 29,95 | £19.99
- * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

---

D. Spain, Louisville Astronomical Society, Louisville, KY, USA

**The Six-Inch Lunar Atlas**
A Pocket Field Guide

Here is a lunar atlas designed specifically for use in the field by lunar observers. Its title refers both to the aperture of the telescope that made the images in the book, and also to the book’s physical size: perfect for fitting into an observer’s pocket.


- € 29,95 | £19.99
- * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

---

J. L. Jenkins, Homer, IL, USA

**The Sun and How to Observe It**

This is a completely up-to-date solar observing book, which, while providing the science background necessary for an understanding of the observations with the latest equipment, also features the most complete solar observing and imaging guide available.

Available 2009. XIV, 210 p. 72 illus., 8 in color. (Astronomers’ Observing Guides) Softcover

- € 34,95 | £21.99
- * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

---

P. Moore, Selsey, UK

**The Sky at Night**

The Sky at Night book series documents the recent episodes of Sir Patrick Moore’s record-breaking TV program of the same name. This volume collects all 40 episodes from the past four years, each of which has been re-written into a short, punchy essay.

Available 2010. XV, 169 p. 43 illus., 33 in color. Softcover

- € 29,95 | £19.99
- * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

---

**Popular Reading**
The Tunguska Mystery

This objective study examines the many-sided Tunguska phenomenon, the explosive event in the USSR that cannot be explained by simple meteoric models. The author sets out the progress made in researching the event and deals with the UFO myths surrounding it.

Available 2009. X, 318 p. 49 illus., 11 in color. Hardcover

M. Gasperini, Università di Bari, Italy

The Universe Before the Big Bang

Cosmology and String Theory

The author of this book draws attention to ongoing and future observations that might reveal relics of an era before the big bang. In doing so, he provides an accessible introduction to the extraordinary new ideas of string cosmology.

Available 2008. XI, 208 p. 34 illus. Hardcover

D. A. Seargent, The Entrance, NSA, Australia

Weird Astronomy

Tales of Unusual, Bizarre, and Other Hard to Explain Observations

A book that will appeal to all who are interested in unusual celestial occurrences, this volume details a variety of odd astronomical observations and includes a number of amusing anecdotes that demonstrate the significance of these “weird” phenomena.

Available 2011. XIII, 304 p. 46 illus., 18 in color. Softcover

R. Greenberg, University of Arizona, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Tucson, AZ

Unmasking Europa

The Search for Life on Jupiter’s Ocean Moon

This book features firsthand accounts of Galileo’s mission to Jupiter and stunning images of Europa’s surface. It tells the inside story of a very human enterprise in science that led to the discovery of a fantastic new world that might well harbor life.


T. Plotner, Caledonia, Ohio, USA; J. Metsavainio, Oulu, Finland

Viewing the Universe in Stereovision

In this book over 50 unique stereo full-color images from the Hubble Space Telescope and other sources take readers on an outward journey from Earth, through the solar system and deep into the expanding cosmos. All images feature a breathtaking 3D perspective.

Due March 2011

2011. 160 p. 300 illus. in color. Hardcover

D. A. Seargent, The Entrance, NSA, Australia

Weird Astronomy

Tales of Unusual, Bizarre, and Other Hard to Explain Observations

A book that will appeal to all who are interested in unusual celestial occurrences, this volume details a variety of odd astronomical observations and includes a number of amusing anecdotes that demonstrate the significance of these “weird” phenomena.

Available 2011. XIII, 304 p. 46 illus., 18 in color. Softcover

R. Greenberg, University of Arizona, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Tucson, AZ

Unmasking Europa

The Search for Life on Jupiter’s Ocean Moon

This book features firsthand accounts of Galileo’s mission to Jupiter and stunning images of Europa’s surface. It tells the inside story of a very human enterprise in science that led to the discovery of a fantastic new world that might well harbor life.

Apollo
The Definitive Sourcebook

This book provides an overview of the origins of the Apollo program and descriptions of the ground facilities, launch vehicles and spacecraft that were developed in the quest to reach – and return from - the surface of the moon. It will serve as an invaluable single-volume sourcebook for space enthusiasts, space historians, journalists, and others. The text includes a comprehensive collection of tables listing facts and figures for each mission.

Available
2006. XXXII, 633 p. 224 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

 Springer Praxis Books

Apollo 12 - On the Ocean of Storms

Each Apollo mission that reached the Moon in the 1960s and 1970s deserves its own book-length account covering the planning, the flight, and the scientific results. This volume is just one in a series that will become the definitive account of the Apollo era.

Due March 2011

2011. XIX, 522 p. 228 illus., 44 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

 At Home in Space
The Late Seventies to the Eighties

At Home in Space explores both the individual missions within the decade and key challenges facing human space exploration, from the problems of simply breathing and eating in space to the difficulties of locomotion on the Moon.

Due April 2011

2011. 500 p. 170 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

 At the Edge of the Solar System
Icy New Worlds Unveiled

Astronomers recently discovered a very rich population of Pluto-like objects beyond the orbit of Neptune. This book offers in-depth historic and physical discussions of those remote regions and includes nearly two hundred amazing illustrations, most in color.

Available
2010. X, 194 p. 194 illus., 44 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

 Cassini at Saturn
Huygens Results

Brings the story of the Cassini-Huygens mission and their joint exploration of the Saturnian system right up to date. Combines a review of previous knowledge of Saturn, its rings and moons, including Titan, with new spacecraft results in one handy volume. Provides the latest and most spectacular images, which will never have appeared before in book form. Gives a context to enable the reader to more easily appreciate the stream of discoveries that will be made by the Cassini-Huygens mission. Tells the exciting story of the Huygens spacecraft’s journey to the surface of Titan.

Available
2007. XXII, 413 p. 124 illus., 24 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
Cosmic Biology
How Life Could Evolve on Other Worlds

This text discusses a broad range of possible environments where alien life might evolve in our universe. It also uses current knowledge of chemistry, energy and evolutionary tendencies to consider possible life forms ranging from the familiar to the exotic.

Available
► € 39,95 | £33.99
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-1646-4

Energiya-Buran
The Soviet Space Shuttle

The first comprehensive book on the Soviet Energiya/Buran programme in English. Tells the fascinating story of the effort designed to keep up with the United States in the Cold War in space. Provides information never before published in the West that has become available in the past fifteen years.

Available
► € 54,95 | £39.99
► * € (D) 58,80 | € (A) 65,95 | sFr 79,00

Emerging Space Powers
The New Space Programs of Asia, the Middle East and South-America

This work introduces the origins and current status of the world’s emerging space powers. It includes countries such as Iran and Brazil, and the programs of Japan and India from 1999 to 2007. The book concludes by speculating how these programs may evolve.

Available
► € 39,95 | £33.99
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-1646-4

Escaping the Bonds of Earth
The Fifties and the Sixties

The focus here is on the 1960s, exploring each mission from April 1961 to April 1971 in depth: from the pioneering Vostok flights to the establishment of the first Salyut space station and from Alan Shepard’s modest sub-orbital ‘hop’ into space to his triumphant arrival at the Moon’s Fra Mauro foothills almost a decade later.

Available
2009. XVIII, 494 p. 170 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
► € 39,95 | £24.50
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
ISBN 978-0-387-79093-0

Exploring the Moon
The Apollo Expeditions

Aimed at enthusiasts and students of planetary sciences alike, this is a comprehensive overview of Man’s relationship with his planet’s nearest neighbor. This Commemorative Edition includes a foreword by one of the original astronauts and an extra section reviewing the prospect of renewed exploration there.

Available
2nd ed. 2008. XXIV, 404 p. 176 illus., 16 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
► € 32,95 | £26.99
► * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 47,50

Foothold in the Heavens
The Seventies

This book focuses on each space mission launched between April 1971 and April 1981: from the launch of the world’s first space station to the end of operations of Salyut 6, from the exploration of the Moon on Apollo 15 to the first flight of the Shuttle.

Available
2010. XV, 533 p. 170 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
► € 44,95 | £40.99
► * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 64,50
C. Struck, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA

**Galaxy Collisions**

*Forging New Worlds from Cosmic Crashes*

Galaxy Collisions shows what’s out there in the universe, what it’s like in other galaxies, how they might look, and how cosmic processes affect life in other solar systems. It explains the development of physical structure, and the effect of galaxy scale processes.

Available 2011. XV, 285 p. 87 illus., 44 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

& € 39,95 | £35.99
& * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50

—

W. D. Woods, Glasgow, UK

**How Apollo Flew to the Moon**

Between 1968 and 1972, twenty four daring men journeyed from Earth to the Moon. This fascinating book traces the engineering history of the project, detailing each step – a unique approach.


& € 24,95 | £19.99
& * € (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 36,00

—

E. Seedhouse, Sooke, BC, Canada

**Martian Outpost**

*The Challenges of Establishing a Human Settlement on Mars*

This book thoroughly details how humans will get to Mars. It fully covers crew preparation and mission trajectories and explains an adaptable and mobile exploration architecture that will enable long-term human exploration of the planet.

Available 2009. XXXII, 304 p. 84 illus., 30 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

& € 34,95 | £24.99
& * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-9747-0

—

A. Mazure, V. Le Brun, Marseille, France

**Matter, Dark Matter, and Anti-Matter**

*In Search of the Hidden Universe*

This book presents the inventory of matter, baryonic and exotic, and investigates the nature and fate of matter’s twin, anti-matter. The authors show how basic research, in tandem with the evolution of new ideas, could help science lift the cosmic veil.

Due May 2011

2011. 200 p. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

& approx. € 26,95 | £23.99
& * (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 40,50

—

F. Combes, LERMA, Observatoire de Paris, France

**Mysteries of Galaxy Formation**

This book outlines all possible scenarios of galaxy formation, focusing on strange phenomena. Topics include the evolution and structure of galaxies, black holes, the relationship between red and blue galaxies and dwarf, elliptical and spheroidal galaxies.

Available 2010. X, 208 p. 75 illus., 12 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

& € 29,95 | £24.99
& * (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00
ISBN 978-1-4419-0867-4

—

D. M. Harland, Kelvinsbridge, Glasgow, UK

**NASA’s Moon Program**

*Paving the Way for Apollo 11*

With high resolution color scans from NASA/original Hasselblad film, this colorful book brings to life the flight detail of the Apollo missions. It is the first published account accessible to enthusiasts who wish to know what transpired during the missions.


& € 39,95 | £24.95
& * (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50

—

E. Seedhouse, Defence R&D Canada, Toronto, Canada

**Interplanetary Outpost**

*The Human and Technological Challenges of Exploring the Outer Planets*

Interplanetary Outpost follows the mission architecture of NASA’s plan for Human Outer Planet Exploration (HOPE), which envisions sending a

crew to the moon Callisto. This text addresses the various challenges involved with the mission, while providing a foundation of mission requirements.

Due September 2011


& approx. € 19,95 | £19.99
& * (D) 21,35 | € (A) 21,95 | sFr 32,00
ISBN 978-1-4419-9747-0

—
Today’s astronauts require many abilities. This text introduces the myriad technologies and activities that constitute or affect astronaut training, such as emergency procedures, virtual environment training, and the fixed-based and motion-based simulators.

Robotic Exploration of the Solar System

The authors provide a detailed history of unmanned exploration of our Solar System. The subject is treated from an engineering and scientific standpoint. Technical descriptions of the spacecraft, of their mission designs and of instrumentations are provided.

Available
$\approx 39,95$ | £21.99
$\approx *$ (D) 42,75 | (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
ISBN 978-0-387-78904-0

Robotic Exploration of the Solar System

This is a detailed history of unmanned missions of exploration of our Solar System, the first of three volumes providing comprehensive coverage of the topic with thousands of references. Coverage includes missions from the 1950s until the present day.

Due October 2011
2012. Approx. 400 p. 225 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
$\approx 38,45$ | £30,80
$\approx *$ (D) 42,75 | (A) 43,95 | sFr 66,50
ISBN 978-0-387-79920-4

Salyut - The First Space Station
Triumph and Tragedy

This remarkable book gives a comprehensive account of the longest manned space mission of the time. It details the people involved and the crews assigned to operate Salyut. The book ends by looking forward to a continuation of the mission of Salyut.

Available
2008. XXVIII, 426 p. 103 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
$\approx 26,95$ | £19.99
$\approx *$ (D) 28,84 | (A) 29,65 | sFr 39,00

Selecting the Mercury Seven
The Search for America’s First Astronauts

The names of the seven Mercury astronauts were announced in April 1959 amid a flurry of publicity and patriotism. This work provides authorized biographical details of all thirty-two finalists for the seven coveted places as America’s pioneering astronauts.

Due September 2011
2011. 400 p. 150 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration, Tentative volume 2) Softcover
$\approx 34,95$ | £29.99
$\approx *$ (D) 37,40 | (A) 38,45 | sFr 48,00
**Soviet Robots in the Solar System**

**Mission Technologies and Discoveries**

Written by the former head of NASA’s robotic solar system exploration division, this book makes a unique contribution to understanding the scientific and engineering accomplishments of the USSR's robotic space exploration arm from its infancy to its demise.

Due June 2011

2011. XVI, 400 p. 165 illus., 15 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

► approx. € 34.95 | £29.99
► approx. * € (D) 37.40 | € (A) 38.45 | sFr 48.00
ISBN 978-1-4419-7897-4

---

**Soyuz**

**A Universal Spacecraft**

Rex Hall and Dave Shayler provide a unique history of the Soyuz spacecraft programme from conception, through development to its use, detailed in the only English language book available on this topic. Planned for publication in 2003, it will celebrate 40 years since the original concept of the Soyuz craft.

Available

May 2003


► € 36.95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 39.54 | € (A) 40.65 | sFr 57.50

---

**Space Rescue**

**Ensuring the Safety of Manned Spacecraft**

Along with a review of the development of crew survival and escape methods from the earliest designs to today’s discussions of systems aboard the ISS, the author examines the wilderness training programs and abort simulations used to help prepare the crews.

Available


► € 39.95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 42.75 | € (A) 43.95 | sFr 57.50

---

**Space Systems Failures**

**Disasters and Rescues of Satellites, Rocket and Space Probes**

The very first book on space systems failures written from an engineering perspective. Focuses on the causes of the failures and discusses how the engineering knowledge base has been enhanced by the lessons learned. Discusses non-fatal anomalies which do not affect the ultimate success of a mission, but which are failures nevertheless. Describes engineering aspects of the spacecraft, making this a valuable complementary reference work to conventional engineering texts.

Available

March 2005


► € 34.95 | £21.99
► * € (D) 37.40 | € (A) 38.45 | sFr 54.50

---

**Star Maps**

**History, Artistry, and Cartography**

This book traces the history of celestial cartography and relates this history to the changing ideas of man’s place in the universe and to advances in map-making. Photographs from actual antiquarian celestial atlases and prints, many previously unpublished, enrich the text.

Available


► € 26.95 | £19.99
► * € (D) 28.84 | € (A) 29.65 | sFr 39.00

---

**Stars Above, Earth Below**

**A Guide to Astronomy in the National Parks**

Stars Above, Earth Below examines a range of astronomical topics in relation to the landscapes, processes and cultures which can be seen and experienced within US National Parks. The geological features readers can see are linked to the very latest NASA spacecraft discoveries on other planets and their moons.

Available

2010. 300 p. 192 illus., 170 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

► € 29.95 | £26.99
► * € (D) 32.05 | € (A) 32.95 | sFr 43.00
ISBN 978-1-4419-1648-8
A. Sóbester, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

**Stratospheric Flight Aeronautics at the Limit**

This book reviews the past, present and future of stratospheric flight, with a detailed exploration of the science behind it. Covers design considerations, airspeed margins in stratospheric flight, flight in low density air, jet engine operation, and more.

Due June 2011

2011. Approx. 200 p. 50 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Science) Softcover

► € 44,95 | £39.99
► * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 70,00
ISBN 978-1-4419-9457-8

D. Savoie, Paris, France

**Sundials**

Design, Construction, and Use

Denis Savoie presents the basics of astronomy required to understand sundials and describes how to design and build your own classical sundial. He describes how ancient sundials were used and presents a history of time measurement.

Available 2009. XIV, 186 p. 80 illus., 70 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Popular Astronomy) Softcover

► € 29,95 | £19.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

C. Burgess, NSW, Australia; R. Hall, London, UK

**The First Soviet Cosmonaut Team**

Their Lives and Legacies

This is a detailed and highly readable account of the history, training and experiences of the first group of twenty cosmonauts selected by the Soviet Union. There are many previously unpublished photographs of the USSR's so-called "missing" candidates.


► € 29,95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

E. Seedhouse

**The New Space Race**

China vs. the United States

This enlightening book explores Chinese aspirations in space and the politico-militaristic implications of a looming space race. The national security objectives of the U.S. and China are examined, and there are insights into their space hardware.

Available 2010. 256 p. 81 illus., 29 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

► € 34,95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

D. M. Harland, Glasgow, Scotland, UK

**The First Men on the Moon**

The Story of Apollo 11

This book tells the story of Apollo 11. The story is brought to life by exploiting the flight plan, mission report and in-flight transcripts. A color section features the high-resolution scans recently produced by NASA from the original Hasselblad film.


► € 34,95 | £24.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 54,50

F. O'Brien, West Windsor, NJ, USA

**The Apollo Guidance Computer Architecture and Operation**

The technological marvel that facilitated the Apollo missions to the Moon was the on-board computer. This is the first book to fully describe the Apollo guidance computer's architecture, instruction format and programs used by the astronauts.

Available 2010. 300 p. 30 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

► € 44,95 | £39.99
► * € (D) 48,10 | € (A) 49,45 | sFr 70,00
ISBN 978-1-4419-0876-6

A. Zak, Basel, Switzerland

**The Next Sputniks**

The Russian Space Plans Revealed

Richly illustrated, this volume presents the Russian vision for the future of space exploration in the next 40 years, against a backdrop of the dramatic history of the post-Soviet collapse and the remarkable recovery of the nation's space program.

Due September 2011

2011. 300 p. 300 illus. in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

► approx. € 34,95 | £26.99
► approx. * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

NEW
D. M. Harland, Glasgow, UK

The Story of the Space Shuttle

In spite of the Challenger and Columbia disasters, the US Space Shuttle, which entered service in 1981, remains the most successful spacecraft ever developed. Conceived and designed as a reusable spacecraft to provide cheap access to low Earth orbit, and to supersede expendable launch vehicles, serving as the National Space Transportation System, it now coexists with a new range of commercial rockets. David Harland's definitive work on the Space Shuttle explains the scientific contribution the Space Shuttle has made to the international space programme, detailing missions to Mir, Hubble and more recently its role in the assembly of the International Space Station.

Available

H. Benaroya, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ, USA

Turning Dust to Gold
Building a Future on the Moon and Mars

The expansion of our civilization to the Moon and beyond is now within our reach. This book explores the importance of being a spacefaring nation. It proposes maximizing use of the Moon and shows that science and engineering fact are ahead of science fiction.

Available
2010. 400 p. 40 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

P. Norris, Leatherhead, Surrey, UK

Watching Earth from Space
How Surveillance Helps Us – and Harms Us

Our planet is constantly monitored by hundreds of space-borne instruments. This book describes the technology of those instruments and the sciences they provide with useful data. It also discusses the political implications of space-borne monitoring.

Available
2010. XX, 284 p. 130 illus., 17 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

E. Seedhouse, Defence R&D, Toronto, ON, Canada

Trailblazing Medicine
Sustaining Explorers During Interplanetary Missions

Looking forward to the day when astronauts depart on extended exploration missions, this assessment of the future of space medicine analyzes what is necessary to keep a crew alive in space as well as the medical challenges faced by interplanetary astronauts.

Due June 2011
2011. XXVI, 182 p. 56 illus., 41 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

K. S. Thomas, Hamilton Sundstrand, Windsor Locks, CT, USA; H. J. McMann, Temple, TX, USA

U. S. Spacesuits

Creating spacesuits is an ongoing challenge that has spanned over four decades. This book details the evolution of U. S. spacesuits from their roots in high altitude aviation and vacuum tube development to the present day, with a glimpse into the future.

Due June 2011

H. Benaroya, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ, USA

Turning Dust to Gold
Building a Future on the Moon and Mars

The expansion of our civilization to the Moon and beyond is now within our reach. This book explores the importance of being a spacefaring nation. It proposes maximizing use of the Moon and shows that science and engineering fact are ahead of science fiction.

Available
2010. 400 p. 40 illus. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover

K. S. Thomas, Hamilton Sundstrand, Windsor Locks, CT, USA; H. J. McMann, Temple, TX, USA

U. S. Spacesuits

Creating spacesuits is an ongoing challenge that has spanned over four decades. This book details the evolution of U. S. spacesuits from their roots in high altitude aviation and vacuum tube development to the present day, with a glimpse into the future.

Due June 2011

P. Norris, Leatherhead, Surrey, UK

Watching Earth from Space
How Surveillance Helps Us – and Harms Us

Our planet is constantly monitored by hundreds of space-borne instruments. This book describes the technology of those instruments and the sciences they provide with useful data. It also discusses the political implications of space-borne monitoring.

Available
2010. XX, 284 p. 130 illus., 17 in color. (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration) Softcover
Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series

1.001 Celestial Wonders to See Before You Die
The Best Sky Objects for Star Gazers
This guide to the night sky’s brightest and most fascinating objects features celestial bodies that are accessible to amateur astronomers using medium-sized telescopes. With its chronological target list, you can enjoy sky-watching on any night of your choice.

G. McCauley, Westfield, IN, USA
25 Unique Telescope Accessories You Can Build on a Budget
Here is an excellent collection of easy projects to build on a budget, with detailed diagrams, material lists, and assembly instructions. All can be made using common tools and materials available from hardware stores, and simple items found around the home.

R. L. Clark, Westminster, MD, USA
Amateur Telescope Making in the Internet Age
Finding Parts, Getting Help, and More
This is a book about making telescopes from available parts. It provides guidance on where to look and what to look for in selecting items for telescope making and explains how to assemble these components to produce an excellent instrument on a tight budget.

T. Aranda, Chicago, IL, USA
Annotated Catalogue of 3,000 Deep-Sky Objects
This book lists 3,000 deep-sky objects visible from the northern hemisphere, described as they appear in the author’s powerful binocular telescope. The contents are organized by position for easy identification, and indexed by name and catalog numbers.

M. Peston, Romford, UK
A User’s Guide to the Meade LXD55 and LXD75 Telescopes
This book offers a comprehensive introductory guide to “choosing and using” a series LXD55 or LXD75 computer-controlled (“goto”) telescope, containing a wealth of useful information for both beginners and more advanced practical amateur astronomers. The manufacturer’s manuals are not nearly detailed enough to be of real help to beginners. No other book offers advanced techniques for more experienced LXD series users.

M. E. Bakich, Milwaukee, WI, USA
1.001 Celestial Wonders to See Before You Die
The Best Sky Objects for Star Gazers
This guide to the night sky’s brightest and most fascinating objects features celestial bodies that are accessible to amateur astronomers using medium-sized telescopes. With its chronological target list, you can enjoy sky-watching on any night of your choice.

Due August 2011
2011. 224 p. 80 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► approx. € 26.95 | £23.99
► approx. * € (D) 28.84 | € (A) 29.65 | sFr 40.50
ISBN 978-1-4419-6548-6

G. McCauley, Westfield, IN, USA
25 Unique Telescope Accessories You Can Build on a Budget
Here is an excellent collection of easy projects to build on a budget, with detailed diagrams, material lists, and assembly instructions. All can be made using common tools and materials available from hardware stores, and simple items found around the home.

Due August 2011
2011. 224 p. 80 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► approx. € 26.95 | £23.99
► approx. * € (D) 28.84 | € (A) 29.65 | sFr 40.50
ISBN 978-1-4419-6548-6

R. L. Clark, Westminster, MD, USA
Amateur Telescope Making in the Internet Age
Finding Parts, Getting Help, and More
This is a book about making telescopes from available parts. It provides guidance on where to look and what to look for in selecting items for telescope making and explains how to assemble these components to produce an excellent instrument on a tight budget.

Available
2011. XI, 204 p. 70 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 26.95 | £23.99
► * € (D) 28.84 | € (A) 29.65 | sFr 37.50
ISBN 978-1-4419-6414-4

T. Aranda, Chicago, IL, USA
Annotated Catalogue of 3,000 Deep-Sky Objects
This book lists 3,000 deep-sky objects visible from the northern hemisphere, described as they appear in the author’s powerful binocular telescope. The contents are organized by position for easy identification, and indexed by name and catalog numbers.

Due June 2011
2011. X, 383 p. 27 illus. in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► approx. € 29.95 | £26.99
► approx. * € (D) 32.05 | € (A) 32.95 | sFr 42.50
P. Grego, Birmingham, UK

**Astronomical Cybersketching**
Observational Drawing with PDAs and Tablet PCs

This unique book has become necessary because of advances in computer technology. It outlines the techniques involved in “cybersketching”, or making observational astronomical sketches and detailed ‘scientific’ drawings using modern digital equipment.

Available
2009. XVIII, 222 p. 168 illus., 116 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £22.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

K. M. Harrison, Cobham, UK

**Astronomical Spectroscopy for Amateurs**

This comprehensive guide for amateur astronomers provides a brief overview of the development of spectrosopes and an introduction to the theory of stellar spectra, then goes on to examine the spectrosopes available to amateurs as well as how to use them.

Available
► € 26,95 | £23.99
► * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 37,50

M. Inglis, State University of New York, NY, USA

** Astrophysics is Easy!**
An Introduction for the Amateur Astronomer

Astrophysics is often - with some justification - regarded as incomprehensible without at least degree-level mathematics. Consequently, many amateur astronomers skip the math, and miss out on the fascinating fundamentals of the subject. In Astrophysics Is Easy! Mike Inglis takes a quantitative approach to astrophysics that cuts through the incomprehensible mathematics, and explains the basics of astrophysics in accessible terms. The reader can view objects under discussion with commercial amateur equipment.

Available
2007. XVIII, 206 p. 40 illus., 4 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 32,95 | £24.50
► * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 47,50

J. Hicks, Keswick, ON, Canada

**Building a Roll-Off Roof Observatory**
A Complete Guide for Design and Construction

This unique volume covers all aspects of designing a roll-off roof observatory: planning the site, viewing requirements, conforming to by-laws, and orientation of the structure. The chapters outline step-by-step construction of a typical building.

Available
► € 46,95 | £24.50
► * € (D) 50,24 | € (A) 51,65 | sFr 67,50

A. Stuart, Physician Offices of South Florida, Florida City, FL, USA

**CCD Astrophotography**
High-Quality Imaging from the Suburbs

A complete and thoroughly tested program to help every CCD-beginner work towards digital imaging of the highest quality. It is equally useful to astronomers who have perfect observing conditions, as to those who have to observe from light-polluted city skies.

Available
2006. XII, 196 p. 343 illus., 142 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 29,95 | £19.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 46,50

N. English, Fintry, Scotland, UK

**Choosing and Using a Dobsonian Telescope**

Presenting in-depth accounts of this astronomical telescope, this volume is the ultimate guide to commercial Dobsonians. The Dobsonian design combines simplicity and portability, and remains supreme for visually observing faint deep-sky objects.

Due June 2011
► approx. € 26,95 | £23.99
► approx. * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 37,50
R. Mollise, Mobile, AL, USA
Choosing and Using a New CAT
Getting the Most from Your Schmidt Cassegrain or Any Catadioptric Telescope

Commercial astronomical telescopes are increasingly complex, with sophisticated computers now the norm. This guide is designed to help astronomers understand these complex new instruments. The author has a proven track record in helping people enjoy astronomy.

Available
2009. X, 335 p. 92 illus., 19 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 29,95 | £23.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00

S. Massey, Hervey Bay, QLD, Australia; S. Quirk, Mudgee, NSW, Australia
Deep-Sky Video Astronomy

This is a concise guide to using modern integrating video cameras for deep-sky viewing and imaging with modest telescopes available to amateur astronomers. The main focus is on the practical side of creating beautiful and detailed astronomical portraits.

Available
2009. XVI, 185 p. 52 illus., 34 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £28.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

Deep-Sky Video Astronomy

N. Massey, Hervey Bay, QLD, Australia; S. Quirk, Mudgee, NSW, Australia
Deep-Sky Video Astronomy

This is a concise guide to using modern integrating video cameras for deep-sky viewing and imaging with modest telescopes available to amateur astronomers. The main focus is on the practical side of creating beautiful and detailed astronomical portraits.

Available
2009. XVI, 185 p. 52 illus., 34 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £28.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

N. Monks, Hertfordshire, UK
Go-To Telescopes Under Suburban Skies

This is the first book specifically written for amateur astronomers who own, or who are about to purchase, a computer-controlled ‘go-to’ telescope. The ‘go-to’ capability is huge, and this book offers fascinating deep-sky objects and detailed observing lists.

Available
2010. XXI, 260 p. 103 illus., 3 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 26,95 | £23.99
► * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 37,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-6402-1

N. Monks, Hertfordshire, UK
Go-To Telescopes Under Suburban Skies

This is the first book specifically written for amateur astronomers who own, or who are about to purchase, a computer-controlled ‘go-to’ telescope. The ‘go-to’ capability is huge, and this book offers fascinating deep-sky objects and detailed observing lists.

Available
2010, XVI, 60 p. 103 illus., 3 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 26,95 | £23.99
► * € (D) 28,84 | € (A) 29,65 | sFr 37,50

T. Buick, Kent, UK; P. Pugh, Wiltshire, UK
How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera

Fully updated and revised, this volume reveals techniques to photograph space with a digital camera. New technological developments are included, and the text has been expanded to cover H-alpha light, photographing constellations and basic post-imaging processing.

Available
March 2011
2nd ed. 2011. XIX, 345 p. 357 illus., 60 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 29,95 | £26.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 42,50

T. Buick, Kent, UK; P. Pugh, Wiltshire, UK
How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera

Fully updated and revised, this volume reveals techniques to photograph space with a digital camera. New technological developments are included, and the text has been expanded to cover H-alpha light, photographing constellations and basic post-imaging processing.

Available
March 2011
2nd ed. 2011. XIX, 345 p. 357 illus., 60 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 29,95 | £26.99
► * € (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 42,50
Hunting and Imaging Comets

Hunting and Imaging Comets provides readers with the knowledge and techniques necessary to discover, monitor, and photograph comets. The discovery of comet fragments in SOHO image data is also discussed, as well as CCD monitoring of older comets prone to violent outbursts.

Available
2011. XIV, 394 p. 170 illus., 20 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series, Series 0) Softcover

Measure Solar System Objects and Their Movements for Yourself!

This enriching book shows amateur astronomers how to measure planetary sizes and distances for themselves, as well as orbital speeds. Written in an entertaining, anecdotal style, only a basic knowledge of geometry is required.

Available
2009. XV, 173 p. 80 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover

Navigating the Night Sky

How to Identify the Stars and Constellations

This book will interest anyone who marvels at the night sky and would like to learn to recognise constellations and identify the brightest stars by name. Renowned amateur astronomer, Guilherme de Almeida, dispels the myth that specialist knowledge and elaborate instruments are a prerequisite for all astronomical observation. His book emphasizes the point that getting to know the night sky with the naked eye is an essential platform from which to start any astronomical observation. Step-by-step, the reader is guided through the knowledge needed to recognise key constellations, identify stars and planets, and interpret changes in the overall appearance of the sky throughout the year. The text is enhanced by the use of maps and illustrations, making this practical guide an invaluable text for all but the most advanced amateur astronomers.

Available
2004. XII, 205 p. 105 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover

Observing the Messier Objects with a Small Telescope

In the Footsteps of a Great Observer

Presenting descriptions and photographs of the 103 Messier objects, this volume describes how they can be located without a computerized telescope or even setting circles. Illustrations show how the objects appear through a 127mm Maksutov (and other instruments, where applicable).

Due March 2011
2011. 224 p. 130 illus., 10 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover

Practical Amateur Spectroscopy

This book contains everything an amateur astronomer needs to know to begin observing whilst going relatively deeply into the subject for those who are already involved. Covers a very wide range of available equipment, from simple DIY spectroscopes to the most expensive commercially-made instruments. Describes basic principles so that the reader understands how to analyse the spectra he/she sees or records. Contributions by leading amateur astronomers from the USA and Europe.

Available
**D. Arditti, British Astronomical Association, UK**

**Setting-Up a Small Observatory: From Concept to Construction**

This is a superb book for intermediate-level astronomers. It tells you everything you need to know about smaller-scale observatories, and how to set one up. It draws on the author’s practical experience and that of many other experienced amateur astronomers.

Available
► € 24,95 | £19.99
► *€ (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 36,00

---

**L. Harris, UK**

**So You Want a Meade LX Telescope!**

**How to Select and Use the LX200 and Other High-End Models**

For anyone considering buying a high-end Meade telescope, this book offers an experienced user’s guide to what can actually be achieved with it. It also offers a guide to the many software packages available to aid optimizing and actually using the scope.

Available
2010. XV, 191 p. 100 illus., 15 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 29,95 | £22.99
► *€ (D) 32,05 | € (A) 32,95 | sFr 43,00
ISBN 978-1-4419-0602-1

---

**K. Robinson, Royal Astronomical Society, Lancaster, UK**

**Spectroscopy: The Key to the Stars**

**Reading the Lines in Stellar Spectra**

This is the first non-technical book on spectroscopy written specifically for practical amateur astronomers. It includes all the science necessary for a qualitative understanding of stellar spectra, but avoids a mathematical treatment.

Available
2007. XII, 164 p. 87 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 24,95 | £19.99
► *€ (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 38,00

---

**R. Kier, Orange, CT, USA**

**The 100 Best Astrophotography Targets**

A Monthly Guide for CCD Imaging with Amateur Telescopes

This is the first guidebook to specifically target the best objects for backyard astrophotography. It reveals, for each month of the year, the choicest celestial treasures within the reach of a commercial CCD camera and how to get the most spectacular results.

Available
2009. XXI, 360 p. 115 illus. in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £22.99
► *€ (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50
ISBN 978-1-4419-0602-1

---

**K. Robinson, Royal Astronomical Society, UK**

**Starlight**

An Introduction to Stellar Physics for Amateurs

This book tells the amazing story of the physics of stars and starlight. While it is an in-depth study of stellar astrophysics, at the same time it requires only basic high school mathematics and physics, making it accessible to almost all amateur astronomers.

Available
2009. IX, 277 p. 74 illus. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £22.99
► *€ (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

---

**M. Swanson**

**The NexStar User’s Guide**

Michael Swanson’s online discussions with literally thousands of NexStar owners make it clear that there was a desperate need for a book such as this – one that provides a complete, detailed guide to buying, using and maintaining NexStar telescopes. Although this book is highly comprehensive, it is suitable for beginners – there is a chapter on “Astronomy Basics” – and experts alike.

Celestron’s NexStar telescopes were introduced in 1999, beginning with their first computer controlled “go to” model, a 5-inch. More models appeared in quick succession, and Celestron’s new range made it one of the two dominant manufacturers of affordable “go to” telescopes.

Available
2004. XVIII, 296 p. 137 illus., 22 in color. (Patrick Moore’s Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 24,95 | £19.99
► *€ (D) 26,70 | € (A) 27,45 | sFr 36,00
ISBN 978-1-85233-714-8
T. Buick, Orpington, Kent, UK

The Rainbow Sky
An Exploration of Colors in the Solar System and Beyond

There are numerous astronomical and meteorological phenomena involving color, many visible with the unaided eye or modest telescope. This reference details easy-to-follow techniques to see and photograph these phenomena. It includes over 300 photographs.

Available 2010. XVIII, 359 p. 322 illus. in color. (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34.95 | £22.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

M. Weasner, AZ, USA

Using the Meade ETX
100 Objects You Can Really See with the Mighty ETX

The Meade ETX range of telescopes is one of the most successful ever made. It is low-cost, has sold in its tens of thousands, and is available in almost every country. Here, ETX expert Mike Weasner reveals everything any amateur astronomer ever wanted to know about the telescope. First book dedicated entirely to the ETX. Written by an acknowledged world authority. Describes the "best" 100 objects to begin observing. Contains detailed hints and tips aimed at getting the best out of the ETX. Features imaging (photographic and digital) as well as visual observing.

► € 32,95 | £29.99
► * € (D) 35,26 | € (A) 36,25 | sFr 47,50

P. Pugh, Institute of Technical and Scientific Communicators, Croydon, UK

The Science and Art of Using Telescopes

Amateur astronomers have to start somewhere and this book explains how to get the best from entry-level equipment. It goes on to explain how to select equipment that is at the 'next level', and describes how to use more advanced telescopes and accessories.

Available 2010. XII, 411 p. 160 illus., 91 in color. (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series) Softcover
► € 34,95 | £22.99
► * € (D) 37,40 | € (A) 38,45 | sFr 50,50

B. Kambic, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Viewing the Constellations with Binoculars
250+ Wonderful Sky Objects to See and Explore

Aimed at beginners and intermediate-level astronomers, this complete guide to practical astronomy covers everything from basic concepts to the best binoculars to practical hints and tips. It includes a complete atlas and guide to the night sky down to 30° N.

► € 39,95 | £22.99
► * € (D) 42,75 | € (A) 43,95 | sFr 57,50
Springer eBooks
Science, Technical and Medical Publications

- Leading the field of STM publishing
- Growing with new titles every day
- Indexing and abstracting for easy research
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